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Welcome from the President 
Over the last few weeks, I have been fortunate to experience a wide variety of the rugby experience in god’s own county. 

It has been a pleasure to see the recommencement of the county championship at U20 level.  A clash between two 
Yorkshire sides battling at the top of National 2 North, a top two clash in Yorkshire One and a county cup semi-final at 
Colts level being some of the other highlights. In April I will be visiting Sheffield at the invitation of Sheffield Ladies to join 
in the celebration of their 25th anniversary and see them take a further step towards promotion where they will join three 
more Yorkshire sides in the second tier of women’s rugby. 

Whilst we are rightly concerned about the decline in adult males playing on Saturday afternoons it is refreshing to see the 
other aspects of our game flourishing and that walking rugby is one of the most rapidly growing sports nationally. Not 
something I contemplate trying but certainly something I intend to observe first-hand given that my own club is rapidly 
becoming a hotbed for both retired players returning and folk coming to the game for the first time. They have even travel 
to the principality to compete at Cardiff Arms Park in an “international” tournament. 

Dave Hunter | President | Yorkshire RFU 

  

 

 

 

Roger Sangwin 
It is with regret that we have to inform you all that Privilege Patron of Yorkshire RFU, Roger Sangwin, has sadly passed 
away. 

We have lost a very special member of Hull Ionians in RDS. 

Roger was instrumental in the Hull and East Riding…Ionians merger, right from the start and was the founding Director 
of Rugby. 

Highlight of Roger's outstanding rugby career were two England appearances at Twickenham, versus the mighty All 
Blacks and Wales in 1964. He also represented the North Eastern Counties against The All Blacks in the same year. Not 
many players can claim to have played against The All Blacks twice in one month, as Roger did. He also represented the 
Barbarians that season. 

A fitting tribute to Roger can be found on our County webpage  

  

 

 
 

  

 

Yorkshire Rugby Academy  
Not much to update on since the last newsletter however, in brief…. 
 
We concluded our academy league campaign at Sixways in a great game against Gloucester, losing very narrowly having 
dominated territory and possession for much of the game but just not having enough clarity and quality to make it count. 
 
On the back of their performances throughout the season we had 3 players be invited to train with England U18, 2 with 
Scotland U18 and, at the time of writing, we are in discussions with a Premiership club about taking on one of our players 
into their senior academy 
 
We did also have five players selected for the North v South Under 17 weekend held at Dings Crusaders 11-13 March 
and all the lads enjoyed their experiences with some good feedback received. The next stage for that age group on the 
national stage is at the end of April and we hope that some, if not all, will be involved. 
 
We are currently in preparation for the U17 specific block which has been hampered considerably by School 7s and club 
league/cup competitions. Whilst we have tried to manage the workload of players and stood by our promise that we want 
the lads to play in the best opportunity of the week, this has meant that we have heavily reduced numbers at training 
sessions, and we will be without 10 players at the first national festival due to club County Finals Day. I hasten to add that 
this was placed into the calendar before the RFU event due to the cancellation of the Wellington festival, but it is unfair 
that the lads should be put in the position to have to choose. 
 
I have fed back to RFU about the timing of this block and the inherent clashes of 6-8 school’s 7s tournaments, National 
Colts semi-finals and finals, club and school County Cup semi-finals and finals. I believe firmly that there is nothing wrong 
with conflicts here and there, and that there is precious little space in the calendar to put these competitions elsewhere, 
but at some point, the various stakeholders will need to get together for the betterment of players who we know will 
attempt to play in everything and risk getting injured. 
  

Stuart Dixon | Programme Lead | Yorkshire Rugby Academy 

 

http://yorkshirerfu.pitchero.com/news/roger-sangwin-33331/


 

Merit Leagues and Tables 
 
The reduction in playing numbers has been highlighted in the Merit League Statistics from September 4th to February 
28th.  
 
During this period 117 teams organised 730 matches but only 370 games were played. This has been caused by the 
affects of Covid 19 with clubs playing numbers being depleted, especially front row forwards. 98 walkovers have been 
recorded and the results of 108 matches have not been provided by clubs. 
 
The statistics are worrying and hopefully clubs can review their playing numbers and ensure that next seasons Merit 
Structure reflects the playing strength in Yorkshire.  
 
A meeting of players is being held at Wetherby RUFC on April 11th at 7pm, to discuss the outcome of the recent Lower 
XV’s Survey, which was carried out by Matt Bryan and Andy Proud. We would like to hear from as many players as 
possible, on their player experience and how a Merit League/Table structure would look in 2022-23 and beyond.  
 

Yorkshire Cup Competitions 
 
Regrettably the Yorkshire Cup Competitions were postponed in February. owing to spare Saturdays being taken up with 
clubs playing postponed league matches. Hopefully the Yorkshire Cup Competitions can be revived next season with the 
introduction of 12 team leagues. 
 

Women and Girls Rugby 
  
As we head into the last few rounds of the women’s competitive leagues we see our Yorkshire teams finishing the season 
strong with West Park Leeds Ladies currently sitting 2nd in the Women’s Championship North and Sheffield Ladies also 
currently 2nd in Women’s Championship North 2.  In the National Challenge 1 North and North West Leagues Driffield 
Woldswomen and Halifax Ladies are also in the top half of their tables and chasing potential promotion in their last few 
leagues games. 
  
Even though COVID has impacted teams and playing opportunities this season the growth in women and girls’ rugby 
seen nationally has been replicated here in Yorkshire with new and developing teams popping up across the county and 
a strong network of teams have been able to come together and support each other to arrange game time for players.  Lots 
of hard work has been put in by clubs to support games getting played and we can see by the results and numbers of 
women and girls continuing to play that this hard work has paid off. 
  
The growing success of girls’ rugby across our region has seen 5 U18 Yorkshire girls attending the England Rugby U18s 
training camp at Birmingham University.  
 

 

  

 

Developing Player Pathway  
 
We’re now back up and running at all age groups, with the U15s having started in February and the U14s in March, 
following their assessment processes before and after Christmas, respectively. This is the first time we’ve been running 
full age groups since March 2020, so it’s great to be back at this stage again now after such a long and challenging time. 
This will allow us to start focusing more on significantly developing the programme moving forwards. 
  
With regards to the U16 age group, this is coming towards the end of the programme, which finishes at the end of March 
to take into account the upcoming exams. We’ve been able to run several playing opportunities for the U16s, both 
internally within Yorkshire, and with the support of other CBs who have been very welcoming in hosting us.  
 
We’ve already had our North Yorkshire group travel up to play one of the Durham DPP groups and our South Yorkshire 
boys had a trip to Cheshire for a game with one of their DPP groups. All other regions will get their opportunity to represent 
Yorkshire as well, with our West Yorkshire group heading to Penrith to play Cumbria DPP, and both our Central and East 
groups also making the trip North to play Durham’s DPP groups. 
  
It’s been great to be able to add a number of new coaches to DPP, particularly in the younger age groups following their 
support of the initial assessment process, and we look forward to supporting these coaches with their development and 
the impact they can have on players involved in DPP. 
  
Coming up we have another nomination and assessment opportunity for the U14 and U15 age groups, along with playing 
opportunities for both these age groups throughout May. Following this we’ll be taking a break over the summer months 
and preparing to get what will hopefully be a ‘normal’ season of DPP for 2022/23. 
 
Alex Grieve – Programme Lead – Yorkshire DPP 
 



  

 

Using our social channels to stay connected and increase your reach 
Yorkshire RFU has Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn pages. We’d love it if you followed our channels, and you 
can also use them to increase the reach of information that you would like to share. We can, for example, share vacancies, 
requests for new players, and other relevant and appropriate information through our channels. If there is something you 
want to promote about your club or team let us know. 

Just ask for a re-tweet or a share when you post, and we’ll be happy to help. We can also post roles on our website.   

We’d also be grateful if you could share the information we post, so that we can reach a much wider audience with 
updates about our game in Yorkshire. 

Additionally, if you are watching a game or training with Yorkshire teams or players involved, at any level, anywhere in 
the world, copy us in @yorkshire_rfu and use #WatchingYorkshireRugby on the posts. We want to celebrate all that is 
going on in Yorkshire rugby and spread the word. 

Twitter – @yorkshire_rfu 

Instagram - @yorkshire_rfu 

Facebook - @YorkshireRugbyUnion 

 

 

 

 

 Centre of Excellence 

Yorkshire Centre of Excellence - RFU National Festival 

The month of March saw the Yorkshire Centre of Excellence (CoE) travel to Burton RFC for the RFU National Festival. 
The squad of 25 players from 9 different clubs from across the county played against Exeter CoE, Gloucester Hartpury 
CoE and Worcester CoE in 3 x 40mins games.  

This was a fantastic opportunity for the players involved to experience top level opposition to test their skills against.  

Luke Pendlebury, Yorkshire CoE Lead Coach was impressed with the programme of the day and the opportunity available 
for Yorkshire girls, "The North Festival in February allowed us to test ourselves against many of the Centre of Excellences 
in our region and the National Festival was no different. Being able to play fixtures against Exeter, Gloucester Hartpury 
and Worcester offers our players a real test and one that has not been as available in the past. A massive credit must go 
to the RFU and Burton RFC for hosting these events. I would also like to extend this well done and thank you to all of our 
coaching team, team manager, physio, strength and conditioning coach, sponsors and parents/carers who have made a 
massive impact this year in getting Yorkshire up and running and challenging in these festival and playing opportunities" 

Megan Dugdale, Yorkshire CoE was also impressed with the display and effort made by the players throughout the 3 
fixtures. "This is my first season coaching at this level and I have felt very privileged to be involved with Yorkshire CoE. 
Over the past few months, it has been rewarding to help the players develop, and it was impressive to see all their hard 
work paying off at the National festival. On the day there were some stand out individual performances, which contributed 
to strong consistent team performances across the 3 matches. I was very impressed with the determination and attitude 
of the players throughout the day, they were a credit to themselves and the county!” 

The Yorkshire Centre of Excellence have two more training sessions remaining this season with plans already being put 
in place for summer activity, assessments for new players and looking ahead to further playing opportunities. 

Luke Pendlebury | Yorkshire Centre of Excellence Lead Coach 

 

 Safeguarding update 
As the season starts to draw to an end and a number of clubs are fielding teams in the latter stages of cup competitions, 
and playing for places in leagues, we are being informed of the inappropriate use of language by both parents and players 
towards referees. These incidents are being reported to the Safeguarding team and are also forwarded onto Discipline for 
investigations and sanctions both individual and club.  

We need to consider the safeguarding of those that are subject to this abuse, either a player or match official. We speak 
of players and coaches’ behavioural contracts on the Play it Safe course and I think it is time that we revisited the subject 
and reviewed our own behaviours at games!!  

If you witness it, call it out in the moment! You can also contact the club, Yorkshire RFU and the RFU in writing to highlight 
your concerns on touchline behaviour. There is no place for abusive behaviour anywhere in our game. 

Consider the RFU notices for the sides of pitches to help educate spectators along with the respect barriers and consider 
appointing touchline managers to help on match days. 

Several clubs have received authority for U18 players to play senior rugby, before your club lets that young person play, 
please ensure you have completed both documents registering both the club and then the individual with Dawn Rathmell. 
Before this please consider the ability of the player and the level we want them to play, NOT all 17yr olds are capable of 
playing 1st team rugby and they aren’t there just to fulfil a fixture!! 

It was National Child Exploitation Awareness Day on the 18th March and Yorkshire Rugby supports all Statutory and 
Voluntary agencies in their fight against Child Exploitation. We strive to “Know the Signs” and support any young person 
through sport who may be at risk of exploitation. 

Please ensure your details are correct on GMS, so we can contact you directly with any Safeguarding updates. 

Thank again for you continuing commitment to safeguarding and please do get in touch if we can help in any way.  

Andy Pollard | Safeguarding Lead 



 

 County teams update  
Girls’ U15s County 

Following on from the email message sent to all clubs on GMS, the deadline for U15s Girls County nominations was 12th 
March 2022. 

The Assessment Day is in the structured season as Saturday 9th April at Sandal RUFC, and there will be a morning and 
an afternoon session from which a training squad will be chosen 

The playing opportunities are planned for 15th, 22nd and 29th May 2022 

Boys’ U17s County 

The U17s Boys have also got a structured season coming in the next two months commencing with an assessment day 
on Sunday 10th April @ Goole RUFC.  

There is then a development day and three County fixtures 
Sunday 8th May - Squad Development Day - York RI RUFC 
Sunday 15th May - Lancashire (away) - Wigan RUFC 
Sunday 22nd May - Durham (home) - Sandal RUFC 
Sunday 29th May - Cheshire (away) - Lymm RUFC 

Men’s U18s County 

The Men’s U18s had been beaten by the weather before Christmas so a double header fixture was held in January at 
Keighley RUFC on Sunday 9 Jan  

Yorkshire vs Lancashire  
Cheshire vs Northumbria 

Selectors were at the venue. As two games were called off before the holiday season, this was all the more important to 
give the players the chance of being selected for the North Development Assessment, which took place at Woodhouse 
Grove on 30 January. 

Girls’ U18s County 

Following a nominations process in January and an assessment day in early February a squad of 34 players has been 
formed and a structured season of training and playing opportunities set out. 

The first County festival was held at Pocklington School on 20th March with both 10s and 15 a-side formats played against 
Lancashire and Cheshire. This allowed for a lot of opportunities for the whole of the squad to get their chances in both 
forms of the game in a festival format. 

In the 15s games there was a strong performance against Cheshire and narrow loss to Lancashire 

Yorkshire did well against the Lancashire side which had drawn in a number of the Sale Centre of Excellence playing 
squad, whilst Yorkshire had elected to limit their own numbers of Centre of Excellence players to give more players in the 
county the opportunity for representative rugby and all of those selected raised their game.  
Only narrowly losing to Lancashire was a great example of the depth of talent in the county and all of those selected raised 
their game and showed great team spirit. 

Lancashire were their usual strong opposition, but there were competitive games throughout and all the girls had a 
wonderful day of rugby in the East Yorkshire sunshine. 

Next fixtures are 

03/04 Cheshire festival (Winnington Park) 
17/04 Lancashire festival (Liverpool St. Helens) 

Men’s U20s Jason Leonard Championship 

The Men's U20 team play in the Jason Leonard Championship and have been drawn in Division 1 / Pool 1 alongside 
Cumbria and Lancashire.  

Having the Lancashire game cancelled twice due the weather and determined as a draw, Yorkshire played Cheshire at 
Sheffield RUFC, in glorious sunshine. After trailing at half time against a well organised Cheshire squad, Yorkshire started 
the second half strongly and moved quickly to establish a lead, which they extend to the final whistle.   

Having won one and draw one game, Yorkshire topped their pool in Division 1. The next game was a home fixture against 
Leicestershire at Castle Park, Doncaster. Again, bathed in sunshine, Yorkshire put on a dominant display of rugby with 
tries scored from line breaks, mauls, set piece and out wide. They finished with a score of 61-7. 

The next round is the semi-final away against Kent on the 17th April.   

Also, 14 players have been selected for England Counties North U20s trials in May with two fixtures to follow against 
Midlands U20s 

Gill Burns Women’s County Championship 

7 May – Northumberland vs Yorkshire – Rockcliff RFC, Whitley Bay 
14 May – Yorkshire vs Lancashire – the “Grand Day Out” at West Park Leeds, Bramhope 

The third fixture is still to be confirmed 

Bill Beaumont Championship 

The details of the Men’s County Championship are finalised and will be held at the end of the regular season. 

7 May – Northumberland vs Yorkshire – Rockcliff RFC, Whitley Bay 
14 May – Yorkshire vs Lancashire – the “Grand Day Out” at West Park Leeds, Bramhope 
21 May – Cheshire vs Yorkshire - 

Venues for the Cheshire game will be confirmed in the coming weeks  

Tony McNally | Yorkshire County Teams Chair 

 



 

RFU Club Development North 

Volunteer support for clubs 
Working with Yorkshire Rugby volunteers, the RFU Club Developers ran a series of webinars to support clubs with their 
volunteer recruitment and retention needs. The webinars received positive feedback from those that attended and was a 
great opportunity for clubs to share top tips and resources available via the RFU. 
 
A number of clubs have already started to action ideas from the meetings and are making good progress with a volunteer 
action plan and are happy to share their step-by-step guide to other clubs. 
  
Clubs have fed back that volunteers are an invaluable asset and vital to progressing any club projects forward, as such 
the Club Developers will be running the Volunteer Recruitment webinar again at the start of May all taking place on zoom. 
 
May 4th 18:30 
May 5th 11:30 
May 9th 19:00 
 
If you are looking at hosting an AGM soon and recruiting new volunteers onto committee, we would recommend attending 
this webinar. 
To book your place please use- https://forms.gle/TFqA7MkZqX7QxTW77  

General 
Please remember Club Developers are in attendance of District meetings and can be contacted on the below. 

North Yorkshire and North Leeds- LauraLines@rfu.com 
West Yorkshire- Aaronhoworth@rfu.com 
South Leeds, South Yorkshire and East Yorkshire- Maxlecount-ward@rfu.com 
 

Back in the Game 
For the New Year, updated men's and women's versions of Back In The Game social media assets/posters are now 
available to download from the England Rugby Resources page. 

We will continue to share further plans for our #BackInTheGame campaign to encourage more players to put their boots 
and return to rugby in 2022/23 if they’ve had a break from the game during the pandemic. 

We know that there is still more to do and wanted to provide you with some tools to assist in getting more players back 
playing after such a long, enforced break.  

What is ‘Back in the Game?’ This new campaign is designed to help encourage players back to the sport by reminding 
them about what they’ve missed over the last eighteen months.  

Our research has shown that 93% of player are keen to return to play but there are a few barriers to their return. Their 
biggest motivation to return is the social element so this is something we need to remind players about through the imagery 
and text used for the campaign. 

The Touch Union 
With fun, fitness and inclusivity at its core, The Touch Union is a non-contact, local level playing format that links closely 
to the main skills of rugby union.  

Relaxed, adaptable and sociable, it’s about getting everyone involved and making the players feel good – whether by 
improving their physical fitness, offering a break from their hectic schedule, or introducing them to new friends.  

Offering The Touch Union at your club is a great way to boost participation levels and recruit players who may not fancy 
other formats. It also provides a fun, off-season rugby alternative for existing players.  

We’ve put together this handy guide to share everything you need to know about the format, as well as providing a selection 
of assets that you can use to promote your club and The Touch Union. You can find it here 

We hope you are as excited by this new format as we are. We look forward to welcoming you to The Touch Union 
community 

 

 Offers in the Yorkshire Marketplace 
The Yorkshire Marketplace on our website provides a space for companies to offer services to clubs and everyone involved 
in the game in Yorkshire.  If you’d like to us feature your products in our Marketplace, please send details to the County 
Office at mailto:adminsecretary@yorkshirerfu.co.uk.   

We need a short description of your products, some contact details, and an image.    

The following companies are currently featured 

• Rugby Union Coaching Services - link  
• Gilbert Rugby – Gilbert are giving Yorkshire clubs a discount on purchased- link  
• SNAP Sponsorship – SNAP help clubs secure sponsorship deals -  link  
• Veo Video Game Analysis – Veo offers clubs in Yorkshire a discount on the cost of a camera – link 
• Sport Support - learn now to grow your community sports club - link  
 

 

https://forms.gle/TFqA7MkZqX7QxTW77
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 Age Grade 
With the end of the Age Grade season drawing close (Reg 15.8.1 has it ending Monday 2nd May) it can be a great 
opportunity to look at player development focussing on late specialisation, so give players a chance to play in new positions. 
This can be especially important with the older players where we need front row trained players. Please get as many 
players trained in critical positions as possible, the players will likely enjoy a change too, and surprise you and them with 
a newfound ability. 
  
This may then lead to you thinking about coach development as well, the RFU has replaced “Scrum Factory” with 
“Principles of Scrummaging” and introduced a “Principles of the lineout” which are both great courses to look to get booked 
on.  
Don’t forget that “Age Grade Out of Season Activities” document which is on the RFU regulations site determines what is 
acceptable to do after May 2nd.  
  
Good luck in the remaining weeks of the season. 
  
The Playing Calendar for 2022/23 has been finalised and published and can be found on the Yorkshire web site if you 
haven’t received a copy. 
  

Women & Girls 
The age banding for female rugby will change from the start of season 2022/23.  The relevant age groups are u12, u14, 
u16 and u18 and Seniors.  We are aware that we currently have a shortage of u12’s to form full teams and are hoping 
clubs will step forwards looking for Club/School links to attempt to enable this and other age groups.   
Please get in touch if this is something you would be willing to look at, we can provide the links, but the club must have 
someone willing and able to make contact and arrange events.  
  
New for the girls is the introduction of DPP at u16.  More on this when we have the definite information from the 
RFU.  County teams will only run at u18 and Seniors. 
  
I am also delighted to inform you that we have appointed a Women’s and Girl’s co-ordinator in Steve Ball 
Steve has made great inroads since he accepted the role and has many ideas to advance the female game and hopefully 
participation.  Not least a beach rugby festival at Bridlington on 12th June.   
Please feel free to contact Steve for any further information on his future plans 

wgcbcoordinator@yorkshirerfu.co.uk 

  

 Medics Cup run 
Sheffield Medics have been on a cup run in the National Association of Medical Schools Rugby competition. Having started 
their campaign in October against local rivals Leeds (27-5 W), they dispatched them to progress across the Pennines to 
play Manchester in fine style (26-10 W). 
The next group game in November saw them face Liverpool, which they won (17-12 W), only to face them again in the 
quarter finals!! In a closer game, they won 24-22, but then faced a long road trip to the South West to face Peninsula in a 
red weather warning conditions!! In a closely fought game in the pouring rain and howling wind they overcame the men of 
the South West to advance to the final (19-12 W)! 
Playing in the Cup final against Nottingham at the lovely ground of Broadstreet RFC, Coventry, they had a very closely 
fought affair in a 12-6 loss to the Nottinghamshire   

Wath Represent England in Wales 
A team of Walking Rugby players formed less than a year ago travelled to Cardiff for the weekend to take part in a 
tournament held at the prestigious venue of Cardiff Arms Park. The team known as the Wath Warriors, had received an 
invitation to the competition organised by the Welsh RFU and Cardiff RFC to play against nine Welsh teams from the local 
area. 
 
An inclusive group of over 20, made up of players with a vast range of experience, ability, age and size enjoyed the 
experiences. After two early losses, against teams that have been formed and competing for over 4 years, the Warriors 
adjusted to the style and pace of the games and won their last two games. 
 
After the game they enjoyed the hospitality in the Gareth Edwards Bar and in the afternoon were invited to watch the highly 
competitive game between Cardiff and Aberavon. The team spent the evening socialising in the city centre. 
The “Tour” was a huge success as the unbelievably enthusiastic and supportive team bonded and began to look forward 
to further experiences created by their love of the game. 
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Wetherby Donation to Action for Sport 
Wetherby RUFC recently donated 200 pieces of unused kit and equipment to Action for Sport (AfS).  
They are the first Club (of either code) to make a donation. 
Can I suggest you visit our website or Action for Sport’s website which gives you all the information you may need? 
 
The contact at AfS is Clive Michallet (founder of the Charity) on 07900223829 
 
"On Friday the 21st November I had the absolute pleasure of meeting long serving Wetherby RUFC stalwart of 40 years 
Mel Jones. Mel had heard about Action For Sport and had organised the unbelievable donation, over 200 Rugby tops, 
shorts and socks. 
Wetherby RUFC are the first rugby club of both codes to collect for our charity. 
It was obvious speaking to Mel how proud he is and Wetherby RUFC are, firstly donating to Action For Sport so we can 
reach so many more disadvantaged children, but also proud of the fact that they help develop those in their care both 
physically and socially. 
A massive thank you to Mel and Wetherby RUFC for leading the way and being the first Rugby club to donate. Hopefully 
now the first of many. Thank you, Mel. Great to meet me and you made a lasting impression on me of your love of life and 
passion for sport" 

 

 

 

RFU Representatives Report 
Elected by our County's clubs, Yorkshire Rugby has two representatives on the RFU Council. They also participate in Sub-Committees of the RFU which report 
to the Community Game Board.  

The next three-year term for the RFU representatives began on 1st August 2021 and Ted Atkinson enters his third term as the Yorkshire RFU representative 
alongside Joe Bedford who was newly appointed this time, replacing Jim Chapman.   

Together, they publish regular updates on their activity and you can read them here 

 
 

 
This newsletter is published every two months by the Yorkshire RFU.  The next edition will be May 2022.  If there’s anything you would like to share with the 

Yorkshire rugby community through this update, please email adminsecretary@yorkshirerfu.co.uk. 
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